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TOUR HIGHLIGHTS: 

 Start in Lusaka and end in Livingstone! With the In-depth Cultural tour 7 Nights 8 Days Kafue National Park and Victoria falls  

 You have a 8 days tour package taking you through Lusaka, Zambia and 2 other destinations in Zambia.  

 7 Nights 8 Days Kafue National Park and Victoria falls includes accommodation in a hotel as well as flights, an expert guide, 

meals, transport. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOUR DETAILS: 

Welcome to Kenya, a country of rich wildlife and cultural experiences. This tour has a Complimentary visit to the maasai villages for 

cultural interaction. This tour package is best to purchase as you have both guaranteed experiences with wildlife and local people.The 

package has professional guides with many years of experience in guiding. 
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TRIP FACTS: 

DESTINATIONS ACCOMMODATION NIGHTS MEALS 

 Lusaka Pioneer Safari Lodge 1 Night DBB 

Kafue National Park Kasabushi Camp 4 Nights DBB 

 Livingstone (Victoria Falls) Mosi-Oa-Tunya Walking Safari 2 Nights DBB 

 

ITINERARY (DAY BY DAY): 

DAY 1: AIRPORT TO LATITUDE 15°, LUSAKA 

Guest will be picked up from Latitude 15° at Lusaka’s “Kenneth Kaunda” International Airport. From here it is a short drive to hotel 

where you are booked for the first night. If possible, he will do a little sightseeing in Lusaka, but it is depending on your time of 

arrival. You will stay in an air-conditioned twin / double room at Latitude 15. 

Overnight: Pioneer Safari Lodge 

Located in Lusaka, Zambia, Pioneer Safari Lodge is situated approximately thirty minutes from Lusaka Airport. A range of 

accommodation types is available, ranging from a family cottage, chalets, and tents. 

Guests can enjoy relaxing at the onsite swimming pool or having a drink at the bar. A variety of different walking trails are 

accessible to guests from the lodge. Amenities include a library area, curio shop, Wi-Fi, and onsite restaurant. 
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DAY 2: LUSAKA TO KAFUE NATIONAL PARK 320KM / 5HRS. 

 Accommodation: Kasabushi Camp 

This morning guest will have breakfast and check out from Latitude 15°.you will drive leaving Lusaka towards Kafue NP. The 

destination is Ila Safari Lodge, on the banks of the Kafue River. You will go on a sunset cruise on the Kafue River to get a first 

impression of the area. You are staying in Luxury En-suite Safari Tents at Ila Safari Lodge 

Distance: 320km / 5hrs. 

 DAY 3: KAFUE NATIONAL PARK 

 Accommodation: Kasabushi Camp 

Guest will have a nice breakfast in the morning then go on a game drive activity and go on a guided bush walk on the Busanga 

Plains. Or, simply relax at the camp by taking a dip in the pool or reading a book on our viewing platform overlooking the Plains. 

The Busanga Plains area consists of an extensive floodplain that falls dry after the rainy season, attracting huge numbers of game 

and stunning birdlife. It is no surprise that Getaway magazine mentioned Busanga as one of the ‘top 10 secret gems of Africa’. 

 DAY 4: KAFUE NATIONAL PARK 

 Accommodation: Kasabushi Camp 

Guest will have a nice breakfast in the morning and go on a game drive. 

 DAY 5: KAFUE NATIONAL PARK 

 Accommodation: Kasabushi Camp, Kafue National Park / Similar 

Guest will have a nice breakfast in the morning and go on a game drive. 

Overnight: Kasabushi Camp 

Kasabushi Camp is a Bush Camp in the wild zone of the Central Kafue National Park. It began with a superb campsite that opened 

in April 2014 and the main bush camp will consist of 4 en-suite tents with all the creature comforts of a lodge on a full-board basis. 
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DAY 6: KAFUE NATIONAL PARK TO LIVINGSTONE (VICTORIA FALLS) (565.5 KM) 

 Accommodation: Mosi-Oa-Tunya Walking Safari 

Guest will be picked up at the airport and drive to the hotel, and around 16:00 guest will go on an African Queen Sunset Cruise on 

the Zambezi, including transfers, snacks & local beverages. Livingstone (Victoria Falls) Located near the Zambezi River in 

southwestern Zambia, the bustling town of Livingstone is famous as the home of the magnificent Victoria Falls. One of the original 

natural wonders of the world, the World Heritage Site is known locally as ‘The Smoke that Thunders’. This spectacle is accessible 

from both Zambia and Zimbabwe and is an ideal place to combine game viewing and water sports. 

DAY 7: LIVINGSTONE (VICTORIA FALLS) 

 Accommodation: Mosi-Oa-Tunya Walking Safari, Livingstone (Victoria Falls) / Similar 

Guest will have breakfast and go on a guided tour of the falls on the Zambian side (you also have Unlimited access to the Eastern 

Cataract of The Falls and park fees). A choice of an Elephant Back Safari OR a 15-minute Flight of Angels over The Victoria Falls. 

Overnight: Mosi-Oa-Tunya Walking Safari 

Mosi-oa-Tunya National Park, Livingstone – Walking Safari 

Enjoy a 3 hour leisurely walk in the Mosi-oa-Tunya Park led by a professional guide and Park Scout. Experience up-close encounters 

with the endangered White Rhino and other wildlife, including Buffalo, Hippo, Impala and Warthog. The extensive knowledge of 

the Guide is not just about the many species of animals and birds but also about the wide variety of trees and plant life along with 

their local medicinal properties and uses. 

 DAY 8: KAFUE NATIONAL PARK TO LUSAKA (352.7 KM) 

 This is the last day of tour and the guest will just have breakfast and be transferred back to Lusaka at their accommodation. You 

could arrange to visit Tribal Textiles and other shops on the way to the airport, to pick up a few locally made gifts and memorabilia. 
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INCLUDE: 

 Qualified professional driver guide 

 Vehicle / fuel 

 Park entrance fees as per itinerary 

 Passenger liability 15% 

 VAT 2% tourism levy 

 Airport transfers 

 Accommodation 

 Breakfast and Dinner for the Client 

 

EXCLUDE: 

 Expenses of personal nature 

 Entrance fees not mentioned in the itinerary 

 Meals not mentioned 

 Drinks at lodges and on road 

 Optional excursions and activities 

 Tips for tour guides 

 International flights and airport taxes 

 Items not mentioned in the itinerary 

 

 
HOW TO BOOK AND HOW TO PAY: 


